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Shen Wennian knew that Sanniang was very persistent about this person she was looking for, and he had been curious
before whether this person would be what Shen Tianyang had asked her to find.
The private had also tested Shen Tianyang's attitude towards this matter, but the other side dripped back. Completely as if
this thing does not exist.
This makes Shen Wennian curious at the same time can not help but leave a heart, if Shen Tianyang not even tell himself,
it proves that the value of this person is likely to also make their own heart.
Thinking of this, Shen Wennian, who was silent for a moment, suddenly spoke: "You now pass down the order. Have
our men use all means to find this person named Jiang Hao!"

Shen Qingshu looked at the old man with some doubts: "But if we do so, it is likely to alert the snake, will it be a little
too hasty?"
Shen Wennian shook his head and got up and said: "Not really. Now our Shen family is already in danger, since Shen
Tianyang values this person so much, including this Sanniang too, that proves he must have value!"

After hearing this Shen Qing Shu was silent, then nodded gently and spoke, "Okay, I will go down now and tell those
people to find Jiang Hao no matter what the cost."

Shen Wennian nodded and then watched his son leave, I don't know why, looking at his back, Shen Wennian suddenly
felt a heartbeat.
Maybe it was because of his father's words. Shen Qingshu was incomparably attentive in treating this matter.
Soon, the entire North House knew that the Shen family was looking for a man named Jiang Hao, and it was said that
whether or not he was from their family, there would be a heavy reward for finding this man!
Such news is undoubtedly to the North House of this pool of stagnant water to start a circle of ripples, the North House no
matter what people are curious about this person named Jiang Hao.
Many people have also been in private speculation, what kind of person is this, can make the North House Shen family
so much trouble!
And those who know the inside story, after hearing this news, all smile heartily, and then just pretend not to have heard
the general continue to do their own business.
Shen Wennian did not know that if he could not find Jiang Hao then perhaps things would be a little easier. A quiet exit
is not a good result.

If you find Jiang Hao rashly, the consequences are not something he can afford, after all, Jiang Hao has long been a guy
who can be at the mercy of others.
And hiding in downtown Sanniang heard the news from the mouth of his men, gritted her teeth, quite angry!
It's not that she hadn't thought that Shen Wennian might not be able to do this, but she had never thought that Shen
Wennian would actually put this matter on the surface!
Thinking of this Sanniang gritted her silver teeth, then took out her cell phone and called Shen Tianyang.
At this moment, Shen Tianyang was looking at the information about the Hedong Shen family and worrying because the
Hedong Shen family was really too hard. They couldn't even get on the same page with each other.
Thinking about this Shen Tianyang felt a hidden anger, thinking that he titled the heir of the overseas Shen family. He
can't even talk to a Hedong Shen family, what kind of sense is this!
Suddenly his men brought up his cell phone, he took a glance at the number on it and after some distraction, he picked up
the phone and said: "Hey, what's going on?"
"Boss. Things have changed on the north side, someone is targeting us, we've lost more than twenty people so far!"
After saying this, Sanniang spoke in a somewhat anxious tone and said: "If things continue like this. I'm afraid it will be
difficult for me to find news of the target."

Shen Tianyang sneered and said: "How many men did I give you when you went to the North? Do you think all my men
came from the wind?"

Sanniang looked slightly choked, then hastily opened her mouth and said: "Boss, this time there is definitely someone in
the dark, I still haven't found out who the other party really is!"

Shen Tianyang rubbed his temples after a moment of silence, a place like the North House can affect them is not without
people.
But after thinking about the identity of the other side, Shen Tianyang some trouble nodded: "Have you tried to catch the
other side of the people to check properly, if not, you first go to catch a tongue to ask clearly before contacting me."
Sanniang was silent for a long time before nodding and agreeing to hang up the phone.
Sanniang's deputy saw her hang up the phone. He hurriedly went up and said nervously, "What does the boss mean, will
he take action?"
Sanniang glanced at her deputy. Then shook his head helplessly said: "No, the boss has said. Let us first catch a tongue of
the other side to ask a clear situation before contacting him."

Hearing Sanniang's words, the deputy laughed lightly disdainfully and then opened his mouth and said: "Easy for you to
say. Don't see what kind of people are on the other side, they are out of nowhere."

"This just proves that they are short of manpower, so they won't go around in circles with us slowly!"
After saying this, Sanniang let out a deep sigh, and then got up and took out the map of the Northern Province and
unfolded it on the table.
Then she pointed at the map and said in a deep voice: "Our previous strongholds have been pulled out quite a lot, but most
of them were caught while they were out, which proves that my stronghold has most likely been pulled out as well."
Speaking of this, Sanniang felt a little depressed.
It was just a simple little thing, she had gone to a lot of trouble to get this fat job, but who knew it would turn out to be
like this.
The people who expect their own men basically can not be counted on, they are relying on their own gold-plated, really
want them to do something, then it is difficult as the sky!
Sanniang's deputy obviously also knows this problem, see her expression some bitter, so pick up a bottle of beer and go
over.
"Why don't we leave the boss alone for now and catch the person who is backstabbing us first, how about that?"
The third mother is very agreeable to this idea, but the other party so ghostly, if they are a group of people are squatting
here, it may be easier to be attacked by the other party.
The company's main business is the development of a new product, which is a new product.
After saying this, Sanniang pointed to the map of the Northern Province and continued to speak: "The city here in the
Northern Province is very well located, so many of us search words although a little difficult, but not without hope."

Sanniang's deputy Lei pondered for a moment and interfaced: "OK is OK, but in case of any accidents, you and I how to
contact?"
If this thing does not appear, the phone should still be safe, and will not affect what, the
But Sanniang knows that the outside world has very has figured out their own ability, so they must not give themselves
a chance!
Thinking of this Sanniang gritted her teeth after looking at the deputy and smiled: "It's okay, we'll gather in the city center
when the time comes, just go!"
Chapter 842

Back when he made his move against Sanniang, Ning Kun had already analysed in detail how many options they had and
what they would do.

What would they focus on in an emergency situation, and then what methods they would use to break through his
encirclement, and so on and so forth. Ning Kun had done a detailed study of all these.

The fact that Sanniang had split the remaining men into two was exactly what Ning Kun would have liked to see, as it
proved that the other side still had finding someone as their first priority!

This also gave Ning Kun the opportunity to ride the wave of success, even Sally did not expect things to go so smoothly.

More than twenty of Sanniang's men were captured on the first day, although the results of the battle were somewhat less
in the following two days. But it did not affect the overall situation.

At this time, Ning Kun had changed into slightly shabby clothes and was living inside an ordinary settlement.

At the beginning Ning Kun had thought. Only a place like this, where no one would care about your identity and no one
would pay attention to some inconsequential people, was just the ideal place for them to hide!

Since the plan had started, he had been here almost all the time, except for the occasional time when Sally needed to make
an appointment with him.

According to the news coming back from the men on the street, it seems that Sanniang's men have started to divide their
forces!

Upon learning this news, Ning Kun first took out the city map of the Northern Province, then after looking at it in detail
for a while he arranged for his men to start sweeping the city from the east first.

According to the characteristics of the people they had captured before, any of Sanniang's men. They would all have a
very special small tattoo around their necks, which was considered a sign of them.

Those who came out of the Beast Camp would not think much of it, they would only do what they were told and would
not ask for any reason.

After hearing Ning Kun's request, the leader of the beast camp nodded and left the room, then conveyed his message to
the squad below as soon as possible. 首发网址 htTp://m.26.cc

Old Black would occasionally come over during this time, as he needed to give Sally a detailed report of what was going
on here with Ning Kun.

Today after Old Black came over and saw Ning Kun looking at the map with an uplifted expression, he went up and
spoke with some suspicion, "What's wrong with you, it feels like you're very excited."

Ning Kun looked up at Old Black, who was standing in front of him, and then smiled lightly and said, "I can't help but
be excited, these people will soon know what terror is!"

After saying this Ning Kun pointed at the map of the North Mansion and spoke, "I have placed a team of ten men in each

of the four directions of the North Mansion, east, west, north and south. There is still one left to stay with my men to pick
up the others!"

Old Black looked along where Ning Kun was pointing and then said in a deep voice, "It means that no matter where they
start, they will be squeezed into the centre of the city by you little by little, right?"

Ning Kun smiled fiercely and nodded, "That's right! They think they still have time to get to Jiang Hao? Are you kidding,
who do they think they are!"

After saying this Ning Kun got up and walked inside his room, then took out a book and handed it to Old Black.

"This is the statement that I interrogated from the people I caught from behind, their main purpose for coming to the
Northern Province this time is to find Jiang Hao and then capture him to Chu Jiang!"

Old Black took the book in Ning Kun's hand and looked at it, just after opening a page he found that there were still stars
of blood left on it.

Old Black looked at the blood on the book and gave Ning Kun a somewhat helpless look, "Be a little more gentle when
you do something, don't get it everywhere. It's troublesome to clean up."

Don't look at Ning Kun as a gentleman, but there was actually a more important reason why Ning Kun didn't go to the
beast camp in the first place.

Every

Everyone who entered the beast camp had to go for a psychological report check first. The person who examined Ning
Kun at first came out and said one thing.

"This kid is already so psychologically perverted, if we send him into the beast camp again, I'm worried that I won't be
able to resist destroying his humanity when he comes out!"

It was because of these words that Ning Kun, having voluntarily given up on entering the Beast Camp. He was also
deprived of the qualification to enter the Beast Camp!

At first, when Old Black knew about this matter, he had always wondered what was wrong with Ning Kun that he could
make the old thing with so much knowledge say such a sentence.

Later on a chance he learned from those who had done things with Ning Kun that Ning Kun would be in a particularly
excited state during interrogations, which made them all feel a bit scared.

Now he looked at the book in his hand. Old Black couldn't help but get a little worried.

"You still remember why you couldn't get into the Beast Camp in the first place, right?"

Ning Kun looked slightly choked, then quickly reacted and put on a sunny smile on his face, "I remember, don't worry,
I'll behave myself."

Looking at the smile on Ning Kun's face, Old Black shook his head slightly before muttering, "I hope so."

Saying that, Old Black sat down and poured himself a cup of tea, then pointed at the map and spoke with some curiosity,
"What do the places with red crosses on them mean?"

After listening, Ning Kun glanced at it casually and said, "This is the place where we captured the people, and the red cross
represents a rendezvous point for them nearby. It means that we've now destroyed seven of the rendezvous points."

Hearing this, Old Black glanced at it with some surprise.

"Seven?! You've only started this plan for how long. Why is there such a big harvest in a short period of time?"

Looking at Old Black's surprised expression, Ning Kun spoke very modestly and smiled, "First. We are the masters of this
Northern Province!"

After saying this, he paused briefly. Then sitting down and pointing at the map, he spoke, "Secondly, it is the unknown
that is the most terrifying, and to them, we are the unknown!"

Just as the words left his mouth, there was a sudden knock at the door.

Ning Kun frowned seemingly disliking his speech being interrupted, but still called out in a deep voice, "Please come in."

A man from the beast camp opened the door and walked in, saluted Ning Kun and Old Black and said, "A member of the
second squad in the east of the city has been captured, probably by the target's men."

After hearing this, Ning Kun was shocked and said, "What! A member of the second squad from the east of the city was
taken?"

Old Black's face instantly darkened, everyone from the beast camp was precious, not everyone could survive that kind of
inhumane training!

If they lost men because of this plan, not only they but also Sally might be punished for it!

On the other side of the room, Sannyang, who had just caught the man, was in a warehouse looking at the guy in the
room like a rock and fell into silence.

The capture hadn't gone very well, and it had cost them four level one martial artists before they managed to catch this
guy.

The first thing he did was not to resist, but to try to bite his collar, which was fortunately discovered by the quick-witted
Sanniang, who was able to stop him.

It is a very old way of hiding something on the collar of one's coat, which is highly poisoned by those who work in
dangerous professions.

Then in case they were caught, they would clench their collars until they died from the poison in order to avoid being
unable to withstand the torture and talk!
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There are only a handful of people who still use this method, and one of the most feared is the famous Section 13!

They are so omnipresent in the outback that every ordinary person could be their eyes and ears, and they have one of the
most famous training institutions of all. The Beast Camp.

I heard that the elimination ratio of the Beast Camp was one hundred to seventy-nine, the death rate was one hundred to
forty-five, and the disability rate was over thirty-eight percent!

With such harsh training, no one who came out of it was a weapon of the earth.

Come to think of it. Even though Sanniang had the strength of a level three martial artist, she couldn't help but feel a chill
in her heart.

Sanniang's second-in-command, Lei, had called to ask after learning of the news that her side had captured a tongue. He
asked if he should interrogate her or let Sanniang do it herself.

The reason why Ray had said that was because an interrogation like that would inevitably be a bit bloody, and anyone
who knew how Ray felt about Sanniang would not like too much red on Sanniang's hands.

However, Sanniang still politely refused because she wanted to see how hard the people of Section 13 really were.

She had been following Shen Tianyang in dealing with a lot of things overseas before, but she had never seen anyone
from the Thirteen Sects before.

After walking into the room, Sanniang looked at the bound man and smiled, then reached out to remove the other man's
hood and looked at him quietly.

For a moment as the two looked at each other, Sanniang suddenly felt as if the other man was not a person at all. His eyes
were so cold.

"Do you know what this place is?"

The man looked at Sanniang quietly, his lips as thin as blades, as if he hadn't heard anything. Remember the website
m.26ks.cc

Sanniang stared at him for a moment before suddenly smiling, "I know who you're with, the thirteenth branch, right, you
don't have to hide it from me."

After a long silence, the man laughed, a hint of disdain still hiding a strong killing intent in his eyes!

Sanniang had never seen a man display such strong killing intent after finding out that he had become a prisoner!

This chilled her heart a little and at the same time raised her interest in this Thirteen Sects, as she had deliberately learned
about them when she followed Shen Tianyang overseas a long time ago.

Although there was very little information about the Thirteen Sects. But Sanniang still managed to piece together as much
as she could to jot some down.

Thinking of what the information she had read had to say about the people in the Thirteen Sects, Sanniang took out a
small bag from her body and opened it, which was filled with all kinds of surgical knives.

"You don't like to talk, that's fine, we have plenty of time to talk slowly."

With those words, Sanno picked up a scalpel and played it carefully in the light, admiring the glint of cold light at the
blade.

"Don't worry, I have a well-equipped medical team behind me. They will make sure you can watch me open you up a
little bit while you are awake."

A slight flicker of timidity passed through the man's eyes at those words, but it quickly sank back in.

After a long moment he spoke in a dry voice, "Give me a break. I might be able to tell you a little something, otherwise,
chances are you'll have to pay another four people to capture another one to do so."

After seeing the other party speak, Sanniang turned her head with some delight and smiled, "So you can talk. I always
thought you were a mute."

As soon as the words left her mouth, she plunged the scalpel straight into the man's thigh, and seeing the expression on
his face remain unchanged, she spoke up and praised him, "A man from Section 13, his name is true. Someone bring in
a glass of water and a chair!"

Someone outside the room quickly arranged for something to be brought in, and then the man was removed from the

the cross and lowered him into the chair.

Sanniang smiled at the man as he picked up his cup and spoke, "Take your time, let me think, let's start with the basics,
what's your name?"

"You know the Thirteen Section so well, don't you know that the people of the Thirteen Section Beast Camp have never
only had code names. No names?"

A strange look flashed in Sanniang's eyes, then she nodded before speaking, "Hmm. So, you admit that you are someone
from the Thirteen Section Beast Camp?"

The man looked at Sanniang contemptuously and smiled before taking a sharp sip. Then gasping for breath, he spoke,
"Not bad, a thirty-fifth cadet of the Thirteen Section Beast Camp. Under the First Team of the Northern Province."

"Why would you guys arrest my people, I don't feel like I've offended you guys in any way."

Sanniang flatly lit herself a cigarette, the man looked at her and hesitated slightly, his eyes unconsciously resting on
Sanniang's hand.

Noticing this, Sanniang looked down at her hand, then smiled lightly and lit the cigarette before passing it to the man's
mouth.

After taking a deep drag on the cigarette, the man looked at Sanniang with a pleasant expression and nodded, "You are
very nice, but I still have to tell you that you will die."

Sannie shrugged at his words, "We all die, you should be answering my questions now, not reminding me of that."

"Heh heh heh, you have invaded the Northern Mansion at will and you are asking why we would capture your people,
what a joke!"

After saying this, the man took a deep breath before looking down at his leg, seeing a wisp of crimson seeping down the
wound.

Then with a sardonic laugh he looked at Sanniang and continued, "Maybe you won't believe me when I say it, you are
already in a jar."

After a burst of laughter, Sanniang casually pulled out another scalpel and slammed it through the back of the man's hand
and nailed it to the table.

Seeing the expression on his face remain unmoving he opened his mouth and laughed, "You guys are really well set, but
what makes you say we're already turtles in a jar?"

"Everyone in the Beast Camp has a chip in their body that records our identity on the one hand and locates us on the other,
now do you know that?"

"Damn!"

Hearing this without the slightest doubt, Sanniang immediately called someone to bring in a scanner, then after scanning
the man's entire body.

A small unidentified object was found at his arm, and immediately Sannyang used a scalpel to carefully slice open his
arm and take out a capsule!

During this time the man was laughing loudly and when he saw that Sanniang had taken the capsule out of his arm, he
smiled grimly and said, "Do you think you can get away?"

For just a moment, Sanniang even wanted to eat the guy in front of her alive!

"I don't need to worry about whether I can escape or not, but you definitely won't get out of this warehouse alive, may
you have a better life in the next, go to hell!"

With that said Sanniang scalpel slashed across the man's neck so violently that crimson liquid sprayed into the air,
bringing an eerie red tinge to Sanniang's face as well!

After doing this, she took a towel and wiped her face, then called over to one of her men and said in a deep voice,
"Arrange for the car to be moved immediately, and throw away everything that doesn't matter!"

Her men nodded and turned to leave, and at once the whole warehouse was busy with 30 or 40 people!

And just as Sally's side was busy with the transfer, Ning Kun reported the matter to Sally at the first opportunity!

After Sally located the chip in each of the Beast Battalion's bodies, she found out that the member of the team was in the
third warehouse in the North Industrial Zone of the Northern Capital!

